
Imminent Task of US All to Make Global Unite. 2017/5/23

Once Japan went no winning possibility war against USA entirely only for conserving
emperor regime,the consequence was A-bomb in Hiroshima-Nagasaki.Though there was

no blame against emperor.Now the world has been facing perpetual false flag terror and war

to camouflage coming climate hell world toward global extinction due to awful stupidity

only for conserving the oil merchant emperor regime.We are entirely too stupid to keep

perpetual struggle among us,while we have been ignoring real enemy who has been

conspiring our struggle among us to intercept our global unite with the truth !!.

Aim of This Report the Summary.
President Trump considers his mission is to establish cease fire both in Middle East and Far

East,while his enemy(the warmonger CIA-Media-Military Industry complex)are against them

The latter is decisively wrong. We all(i and you)must fix them to turn !,

Now they have been facing terrible counter attack by such massive fake medias in USA.

Then,their success or failure is entirely up to us all.Then what are the key.

Author Suzuki engineer,or physicist,who had found some decisive science truth,then his

intention is turn the world by those truth(justice and equality not causing hate,,terminating

hate by truth).It is also your decisive support,only that could enable success.It could be

decisive function making our global solidarity against wicked spirit in high place by unique
and only,but supreme truth.See also APPENDIX-3:
Proof on God, theism is to defeat atheism also by sicence fact.

[０]:In Beginning must be Total View on the imminent World at now.
⑴In deadly crisis, global people has been mass synchronized paralyzing.

http://www.777true.net/Suppressing-Mechanism-on-Climate-Activating.pdf

It is unprecedented upside down stupidity that people has been too busy in threat of

terrors,wars,and BUSUINESS,while the FUSE has been firing on toward Arctic Methane

Catastrophe the GLOBAL MASS EXTINCTION.Due to recent the puppet nation North

Korea’s threat,people becomes too worry as for breaking possibility of total nuclear war,

while entirely not as for total Extinction by Climate Hell.This stupidity has entirely been

conspired from strong obsession of the evil ruler’s wish to conserve the own regime

<Revolution is more terrible than defeating war,Konore the imperial family at that

wartime>.This is the minds analysis at now World.Now global people has been mass

synchronized paralyzing in fact recognition.

http://www.777true.net/Suppressing-Mechanism-on-Climate-Activating.pdf


[１]:How Extremely Silly We the Planet Slavery Are !!!
List of territorial disputes(Wikipedia)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_territorial_disputes

It is stunning to look on too many many territorial disputes on this planet !!!.

How extremely silly we the planet slavery are !!!,Now following may be most imminent.

Who vs Who The Cause Their Behind！
Israel and Palestine Persecution on Religions ⑴USA

North Korea vs USA War Business Sales ⑵USA

Ukraine(Crimea) Proxy War among Russia-USA ⑶USA,but no document

http://globalriskinsights.com/2017/01/5-territorial-disputes-watch-2017/

⑴Author’s Position for Israel and Palestine.
Israel was established by the evil West ruler in order to make them bad with destroying

their glory history as religious race who had liberated the world from barbarous ruling.
Also see<[２]>.
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-is-EUROPE-USA.pdf

http://www.777true.net/PEACE-KEEPING-OPTION-between-ISRAEL-and-MUSLIM-NATIONS.pdf

Albert Einstein on Israel: 5 Quotes About Zionism From Famed Theoretical Physicist
http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/albert-einstein-israel-zionism/2014/12/14/id/612966/

“I should much rather see reasonable agreement with the Arabs on the basis of living

together in peace than the creation of a Jewish state. …

As is not told by West media,Bashar Hafez al-Assad is not bad person 

https://matome.naver.jp/odai/2138601344647047901?page=2

Once he fought against domestic corruption,thereby has been being supported by people.

Reflecting on Syria: All we have been told is a lie by the MSM,19.04.2017

http://www.pravdareport.com/opinion/columnists/19-04-2017/137553-reflecting_syria-0/

"Syria is not what the mainstream media wants us to believe it is. One has to see it, to

understand. Seeing is believing! It is an extraordinarily exceptional country. All that we have

been told about Syria and its people is a lie."

Trump has strong obsession with Israel.Also author deeply worship the historical Jew

People’s outstanding devotion for liberating mankind.Unless them,there would have

been nothing the world today.However Israel todays is singular to be puppet of WEST the

atheists who has been endeavoring to make both Jew and Islam the theists bad !!.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_territorial_disputes
http://globalriskinsights.com/2017/01/5-territorial-disputes-watch-2017/
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-is-EUROPE-USA.pdf
http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/albert-einstein-israel-zionism/2014/12/14/id/612966/
https://matome.naver.jp/odai/2138601344647047901?page=2
http://www.pravdareport.com/opinion/columnists/19-04-2017/137553-reflecting_syria-0/


⑵100% puppet of the US war-monger.
Kim Jong-un is terribly corrupted 100%puppet(educated in Swiss and brutal dictator in hell

famine nation)of the warmonger and is with nukes.It is entirely due to threat of NK nukes

that enable US war business and confusion in people mind in South Korea and Japan.

In fact,North Korean is told weapon experiment territory for the US warmonger,because

their technology and material are supplied by WEST(they can not make IC-CPU,in which it

is told spy wear is secretly embedded ).That is,threat by Kim Bong-UN is a weapon

salesman in mass media video advetising.

Behind North Korean
http://kokuhiken.exblog.jp/25176765/

It is multi-national corp ABB in Swiss ,who supplied nuclear reactor to NK.

The NEOCON boss Rumsfeld was executive of ABB at that deal time.In the later,he became

secretary of defense and called NK “evil of axis”.Japan government awarded medal him.It is

justly the structure of inside job.

North Korea is an Pentagon Vassal State,2016/11/1

http://www.williamengdahl.com/englishNEO1Nov2016.php

If it weren’t for the fact that he is absolute dictator of a country with a formidable army and

nuclear missile technology, North Korean President Kim Jong Un, the 290 pound, 32 year-old

ruler would be a clown figure.

DARK: Secret U.S. Military Flights carried officials, equipment to North Korea”2013/2/15

http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201302150067

CNN“Rummy's North Korea Connection What did Donald Rumsfeld know about ABB's

deal to build nuclear reactors there? And why won't he talk about it?” 2003/5/12

http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2003/05/12/342316/index.htm

A suspicion that the US war monger and the North Korean military are connected

under the water was exposed in the United States(Japanese)2013/4/11
https://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/hisa_yamamot/31776600.html

Trump suggests China is making 'unusual' moves regarding North Korea
http://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/news/article/article.aspx?aid=3032517

Apr 21,2017,U.S. President Donald Trump said Thursday “some very unusual moves” have been

made by China over the past several hours, adding that he was confident Chinese President Xi

Jinping would try to pressure North Korea over its nuclear and missile program.

http://kokuhiken.exblog.jp/25176765/
http://www.williamengdahl.com/englishNEO1Nov2016.php
http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201302150067
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2003/05/12/342316/index.htm
https://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/hisa_yamamot/31776600.html
http://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/news/article/article.aspx?aid=3032517


North Korean at now is very rare desperate hell state of huger with strong brutality.It is historical

shame state never seen before due to the warmonger USA.Note,by the warmonger, also Japan

has been puppet(but the most bondholder)nation with the history of Hiroshima-Nagasaki and

Fukushima of unprecedented nuclear disasters in mankind history.Also note 38% of foods

supply rate by own production which now has been facing coming climate decaying era.

That is,today’s North Korea might be tomorrow’s Japan and South Korea ??. Now North Korea

declared 1st attack US military Base in Japan. Something making strong ally among China,

South Korea and Japan is urgently necessary to intercept puppet NK burst.

[２]:How to Fix Souls terribly Hurted toward real Reconciliation.
<hate(not co-live) and love(co-live)>.

To know the decisive fact of being unique and only evil is both remedy for hurted souls
and constructing real Reconciliation toward building New World.

⑴At a glace,Mankind history seems chaos in hate & love and some won,while others were

hurted.However look it carefully,there is unique＆only evil that has been causing chaos.

The Bible,Ephesians<6:12～6:16>.
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against

principalities, against powers,against the rulers of the

darkness of this world, against

spiritual wickedness in high places.Wherefore take unto

you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.

Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth,

and having on the breastplate of righteousness;And

your feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of

peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith,wherewith

ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

⑵Hate between Jew & German the substantial power in the world at now.
Historically Jew people has been being devoted them in democratizing world(race of

revolution),while Western nobility-wealthy hereditary ruler has been terribly hating

them.NAZIS was established only due to deceived people’s strong hate power(German)

against Jew,which was secretly supported by American capitalist the eugenicist(Rockefeller,

Bush,Ford,....).After the war,NAZIS talents and war technology were secretly imported



(operation paperclip) to USA toward establishing reincarnated NAZIS＝CIA-Military
Industry Complex

WALL STREET AND THE RISE OF HITLER By Antony C. Sutton
http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

It is the private military of Rockefeller. Certainly Jew People’s historian victims was

outrageous due to genocide in Auschwitz,while it is not that of German was less. After the

war, German had once again become silently hatred against Jew by terrible defeating in

WWⅠ-Ⅱ.Now they have been doing revenge against Jew in invisible ways.This was

indicated in Japan where some deceived group once again made ally with reincarnated

NAZIS and acted anti-Semitism movement..

⑶Once again they had made the supreme failure against humanity.

Note the most race in USA is not Anglo-Saxon,but German American.After all,they could

have accomplished unprecedented American prosperity with outstanding military power with

CIA,which had succeeded also to rule the world by secret operations Gradio(Europe)and

Condor(South America).Thus their winning seemed completion,however in 1970s,

EXXON-MOBIL(the emperor Rockefeller)noticed risk of climate collapse due to CO2 by

massive oil consumption civilization,though they could not have changed their business and

had determined to conceal it(They have been interfering IPCC climate risk managing org).

⑷9/11(2001)the inside job toward camouflage climate in global chaos.
It is end of the cold war that caused necessity of 9//11 for keeping war business.

This is Nation Crime plotted by Bush Government<Bush kinship with UK imperial is sub of

Rockefeller the emperor.>.The aim is told ⒜⒝.

⒜Perpetual war strategy to conserve business in military industry complex.

⒝If cease fire established,what would have become concern ? → climate !!.

⑸Hate among Crooked Israel and Arab at now.
WWⅡwith NAZIS was conspired by American Capitalists(Rockefeller,Bush,Ford,..the

Eugenia)in order to persecute Jew,as the consequence they compelled the exodus to Israel,

which was also conspiration to cause coming perpetual struggle between Jew and Arab due

to UK,s fake 3 tongue diplomat policy of Hussein–McMahon orrespondence1916,
Sykes-Picot Agreement1916,and Balfour Declaration1917.They deceived both Jew and

Arab to cause desperate long years struggle among them .Thereby,the long years strong

hate between Jew and Arab is awfully wrong. Both of them must accuse origin the ruler !.

http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf


This is the most hated countries.10 CHINA,9 INDIA,8:UNITED KINGDOM,7 MEXICO

6:JAPAN,5:GERMANY,4 RUSSIA,3 NORTH KOREA, 2: ISRAEL,1: USA

https://www.themeshnews.com/top-10-most-hated-countries-in-the-world-2016/

The US has been the ally of Israel since 60 years. It is the first country to officially recognize

the establishment of Israel as an independent state. Half of Israel's external debt is owed to

the US. The latter is the main source of monetary and military support.

http://society-politics.blurtit.com/70352/what-countries-support-israel

Above is a proof of Israel being puppet of USA. It is USA with UK that had caused Israel’s

suffer from the beggining to now !!.Deceived German(NAZIS) was utilized to establish

Israel.Also Arab’s long years desperate suffer is not ordinal in mankind history.They are

essentially victims,while West media today treat also them as if cruel criminal due to such

ISIS the worst terror group manipulated by the warmonger USA.

☞:As for UK,author don’t know well about their high society,however,in my 10 years

climate problem research,they are really and rarely gentlemen-women with the climate
truth.Though recent trend in UK seems bad that high society moves toward suppression on

speech & writing liberty.This tendency is not only in UK,but also in Japan,France and USA.

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
http://www.planetextinction.com/documents/What%20will%20climate%20change%20do%20to%20our%20planet.pdf

⑹The Damned<Conscious of the Singular German>.
Author will not to tell German people is evil,but one of them the wicked spirit in high place,

Modern Japan’s small history may be that of coming large world,which is not author’s

proof,but an intuition.Then we don’t hesitate in disclosing the dark wicked spirit history.

⒜Once distinguished cinema director Luchino Visconti told them the Damned(in English).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Damned_(1969_film)

German is very singular who were the outstanding war-ciminal of WW & .More over,

NAZIS person with war technology was secretly imported to USA(operation Paperclip).
As the consequence,CIA-military industry Complex was created toward barbarous
ruling in the world.To tell from very beginning,NAZIS was created by eugenist American

Capitalists Rockefeller(German American)in order to persecute Jew the religious race(or

political revolution race).It is nothing,but deed of Satan(Dr Von Brown and his rokecet in

NASA). Above all,the feud between German and Jew were not ordinal.

https://www.themeshnews.com/top-10-most-hated-countries-in-the-world-2016/
http://society-politics.blurtit.com/70352/what-countries-support-israel
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
http://www.planetextinction.com/documents/What%20will%20climate%20change%20do%20to%20our%20planet.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Damned_(1969_film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_German_Americans


⒝This is damned history of Germany and America with the German American ruler.
We must imagine and synthesize the grievous mind of those who were destined.

However,once people found the trouble portion,it become possible to mend.

❶Split in Christian history as Protestant initiation and the cruel peasant war.

❷The Discovery of Nuclear Fission: Hahn and Meitner(1939)toward Nuclear Bomb.

Almost of modern war technology was developed in Germany.

❸WW & (eugenist NAZIS establishing and Jew genocide in the Holocaust).
NAZIS establishing was supported by eugenist Capitalists hatred against Jew.

❹operation Paperclip toward CIA-military industry Complex the reincarnated NAZIS.
❺CIA(military industry Complex)conspiring global empire ruing.
It is this machine that had established global slavery regime in

American Imperialism the global ruling with exploiting.

➏Mortorization and the Oil Emperor Rockefeller(German American) with

Climate Hiding Operation. Volks wagen the Car emission hiding scandal.

❼Vietnam extremely dirty war with the defoliant Agent Purple.

❽Operation Gradio(Europe)and Condor(south America)establishing CIA ruling.

❾Gulf war with the lie of mass destruction weapon in Iraq

❿9/11 the inside job toward perpetual war in Middel East.
Todays global chaos in military and politically are almost due to 9/11

Earthquake weapon against humanity<Haiti,Japan,...>.
This is serious political threat against nations against USA tyrany

The Most CO2 Accumulating Nation with Climate Denying Policy.
Now destiny of all planet life has been heading on toward global extinction,

due only to the wicked spirit with entirely conspiration on conserving own ruling regime.

Rogue State,A Guide to the World’s Only Superpower

https://williamblum.org/books/rogue-state/#toc

⒟German-Americans The silent minority.<minority is not correct,...author>.

http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21642222-americas-largest-ethnic-group-ha

s-assimilated-so-well-people-barely-notice-it

America’s largest ethnic group has assimilated so well that people barely notice it..............

......But the Holocaust gave German-Americans yet another reason to hide their origins.

https://williamblum.org/books/rogue-state/#toc
http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21642222-americas-largest-ethnic-group-has-assimilated-so-well-people-barely-notice-it
http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21642222-americas-largest-ethnic-group-has-assimilated-so-well-people-barely-notice-it


⒠Japan after the war once again ally with reincarnated NAZIS.
Author the anti CIA may be a sensing probe for them in Japan.Because it is always they

who has been against him since 1970s(retired Hewlett Packard).In Japan the most

distinguished anti-Semitic speech and writing in Japan is Os Aka,where is also pro German.

Anti-Semitic propaganda may be more than that of pro Jew in Japan.However the former is

evidently acting as irresponsible idiots,while the latter seems faithful. Even though they had

known that there are two type of Jew good and bad.This is normal opinion fit with any race

people.Pro German Japanese like German cars,especially Bentz for Doctor and Yakuza(the

Japanese gang sects and assassin tool for righteous politician)is famous and both

they(especially the Unit 731 after the war) are connected with CIA .

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unit_731

Instead of being tried for war crimes, the researchers involved in Unit 731 were secretly

given immunity by the U.S. in exchange for the data they gathered through human

experimentation.→ Fortdetric the bio weapon technology.

They are betrayers against Independence of Japan from USA. Thereby their bribed mind is

crooked,so their hate grows in facing righteous Japanese.CIA always utilize hate power to

conspire something wrong by betrayers.

⒡Crooked Mind of the Traitors against God(jusitce,truth,love)in Decadance Life.
Now America is outrageous nation with the crooked elites due to decadent prosperity by the

strong imperialism of exploiting huge resource and wealth from colonial nations in the world.

The elites have known well as for what is wrong or righteous.Even though.they entirely has

been seeking hegemony winning by utilizing power of CIA-military industry complex.

NAZI Ideology of the military industry complex reincarnated NAZIS in USA.
①People are Slaves of Nobility Supremacy.

②Perpetual War Strategy by setting enemy toward Hegemony Win.

→ It is threat caused by being enemy that enable fascism ruling against people !!.

→ Ensemble synchronized paralyzing in thinking on good deed or bad one !

This is due to the Hoegelian Philosophy in feudalism Preusen 19th C.This ideolgy evidently

against God teach(atheism).

 HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM THE CULT OF STATE POWER

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm

☞:Note these are entirely due only to the wicked spirit in high place(ruler).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unit_731
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm


As for such them,peace make them uneasy,while only war make them vital*).

This nothing but insane justly by upside down deadly against God teach(justice,truth,love).

It is this upside down insane which make them cooked in decadent prosperity(vanity

competition society) in American life.

Note to live is evil(upside down of live in character series)in their thought.

Below is told song of skull and bones the secret society.

Dying is merely becoming bones

So we should do what we wish so long as we live(hedonism toward decadence).

"If God does not exist, everything is permitted."..........Dostoevsky

This is the very origin of their becoming crooked.Once they considered Jew the coloured

race inferior than than them(white supremacism).This is fatal prejudice that had caused their

tragedy.They could not innocently follow the Bible teach.

The conscious of terribly damned own history is to cause hate against God.The conscious of

terribly damned own sin is to cause hate against own-self in the singular environment of

decadent prosperity USA versus devastated many regions in now world by USA.

⒢Now their supreme end may be Ragnarök with entirely conserving the ancient regime.

It is so to say committing suicide !.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ragnar%C3%B6k

Norse mythology, Ragnarök is a series of future events, including a great battle, foretold to

ultimately result in the death of a number of major figures

Once taking climate crisis,now the world trend is heading to mass extinction by 99% rate.

Because Paris Climate Agreement is ignoring such operation in Arctic Cooling,

So it could not save the world. That is, elites now are committing suicide !.

However It’s supreme ill of desperate egocentricism.They will not care for mass others???

☞:So long as intercepting Arctic Methane Catastrophe by Arctic Cooling Engineering,

we could survive !.Then climate scientists has been ignoring the engineering !.

⒣Historical Trauma caused by long years survival struggle in the very past days.
In their life,to live could not help to be evil due to long years severe survival struggle in the

very past days.Thereby,there is no universal truth in their thoght,but very singular.

Hence it is irrational to force other people to follow their ideology.

⒤Now author think that he should not show any solution,but they must do.

https://infidels.org/library/modern/andrei_volkov/dostoevsky.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ragnar%C3%B6k


⑺Now Who has been Ruling this World＝Rockefeller with Bilderberg.
Elderberry is secret society of global elites(wealthiest and nobility hereditary).

It is told that it is them who has been ruling the world by shadow global government.

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

Their evil aim has been entirely conserving regime the ruling on global our slavery.People

must know that their mind is simple as revolution is more terrible than defeating war,but their

deed has been awful enough to make precision ruling on global slavery. Their wealth and

ability has been endeavoring R&D in precision ruling.However,they are very minor

hereditary families,while we are overwhelming global family circle by the unite.

⑻The Conclusion of [２].
Once Roosevelt told “there are no accidents,but conspired events in history”.

So far authors survey ,at least modern world history,it is very highly possible.

There are another view that history is that of class struggle between Jew-with Pro Jews and

the white supremacy power the hereditary family of nobility and wealthiest.In authors view,

All of {WWⅠ-Ⅱ,cold war between USA vs USSR→(Russia&China at now) with many

regional disputes}were conspired by wicked spirit high place toward their hegemony win.

Then we people were merely deceived to fight with each other in family circle.We has been

ignorant on real enemy of wicked spirit high place.Once overwhelming of us had known the

truth to be awaken toward global solidarity,there could not be enemy anymore !!!,,

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf


APPENDIX-1:
⑴Life is caused from intake foods and outflow poop in resource environment(home on

land).After all,land with ruling was main cause of war due to greedy or something hated

discrimination.Also mankind life may be a dynamics with forces.So far authors survey,it is

motive to co-live(love),or not co-live(hate).Or it is ally of peace between nations,or war with
hate between nations. Let’s research way to fix hate and war by logical analysis and
synthesis.So far authors survey as very coarse summary,mankind history has been class
struggle between atheism of Western hereditary nobility with violence power<land
ruling due to greedy without care for others> and theism with evolution democrat
movement of justice,truth,and brotherhood(Jew people).
Now the former had turned to be NAZIS reincarnated power CIA Media Military Industry
Complex or the warmonger in USA after the war,while others are massive,but isolated

slavery people at now world.

Therefore,our salvation is unique and only as class struggle by global solidarity with the

truth.The truth is,the evil is

wicked spirit in high place who has entirely been causing our suffer !!!.

Dwight D. Eisenhower Farewell Address delivered 17 January 1961

http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html

Progress toward these noble goals is persistently threatened by the conflict now engulfing

the world. It commands our whole attention, absorbs our very beings. We face a hostile

ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and deciduous

[insidious] in method. ................. the military industry complex revealed by

Eisenhower .

⑵NAZI Ideology Adorer the military industry complex reincarnated NAZIS in USA.
①People are Slaves of Nobility Supremacy.

②Perpetual War Strategy toward Hegemony Win.

This is due to the Angelia Philosophy in feudalism Precise 19th C.This ideology evidently

against God teach(atheism).

 HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM THE CULT OF STATE POWER

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm

.A:By setting enemy,and making perpetual war toward hegemony winning.

THE GOOD OF WAR

"War has the deep meaning that by it the ethical health of nations is preserved and their finite

aims uprooted. And as the winds which sweep over the ocean prevent decay that would result

from its perpetual calm, so war protects the people from the corruption which an everlasting

http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm


peace would bring upon it. History shows phases which illustrate how successful wars have

checked internal unrest and have strengthened the entire stability of the State. Not only do

nations issue forth invigorated from their wars, but those nations torn by internal strife, win peace

at home as a result of war abroad."

B:Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility hereditary.

PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL

"In civilized nations, true bravery consists in the readiness to give oneself wholly to the

service of the State so that the individual counts but as one among many. Not personal

valor alone is significant; the important aspect lies in self-subordination to the universal

cause." "A single person, it hardly needs saying, is something subordinate,

and as such he must dedicate himself to the ethical whole [this whole being the Nation]

APPENDIX-2:
Author encountered the completion of Quantum Gravity Dynamics(QGD)historically due to

A.Einstein(1917).A Dynamics is described a dynamic equation of motion,which is

equivalent to so called an Action Functional(AF). Fundamentally all the information of
dynamics is derived uniquely from AF.Einstein’s Principle of Equivalence between Gravity

Field and Accelerated Coordinate was math expressed by R.Utiyam(1956)as generalized

gauge principle with the quantization(L.D.Faddeev-V.N.Popov,1967),which yielded QGD AF.

QGD succeeded to explain matter evolution and creation of this universe without

man-made model(1993～1995).

http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf

http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Energy-Creation-Process-from-QED-to-QGD.pdf

This is awful proof on God by Logic with Quantum Physics on vacuum field

and the revelation mechanism(astral projection and CDW communication are hypothesis

at now,but many observed phenomena strongly support those varidity).

The essense is proof on vacuum field’s being almighty.

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Best-Ranking-in-Front-line-Physics.pdf

QGD also revealed universe origin in (11<space>+1(time>)dimension,while that of our

universe is (3+1),then 8 space dimension is to be left empty,it is which enable being of

parallel running universe.Almighty of vacuum was mentioned in above,thus in total universe,

everything could equally be. Once Einstein told “God never throw dice !!”.

http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Energy-Creation-Process-from-QED-to-QGD.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Best-Ranking-in-Front-line-Physics.pdf


postscript.：Also author himself had experienced singular life with finding truth and with

suppression and hatred against those.That is,above all,the evil ruler has been hating truth

revealing secrets in science and the mankind history.

http://www.777true.net/

Then having known God is deed with justice,truth,and brotherhood of all(This is Christian,

Islam and Buddhism teach in the holy scriptures.However I could not know well about

Judaism>.Historical Hebrew people with the mission is very singular.They were and are

always revolutional creator in Science,Human Science,Art,and especially in Politics.

Then why has they been being hated and persecuted in West ?. Especially.Christianism and

Communism initiated by Hebrew people are all revolutional.

The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which, when it

failed, became a moral one later on..............Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
”Workers of the world unite; you have nothing to lose but your chains.”―Karl Marx

So far authors survey at least except at now era,Jewish people has been fundamentally and

always leftist side or liberal against autocracy<However bad rightists are many in

USA>.Simply to tell, they have been always side of people,and they are also talented.

Thereby ruler feared and hated them,While people also could not understand their

outstanding devotion,but had been being strongly deceived to disciminate Jew bad(upside

down world).

What Author wish to tell is the world at now is upside down(Edward Galeano).Jewish People

had devoted them for mankind liberation from barbarous ruling the hereditary power.

while they still at now has been suffering and hated.This is big contradiction.

Also author endeavored to disclose science and historical facts(the latter is citations with the

unified view).However his reward was perpetual suffer in his life with least income by social

welfare. This is due to hatred by the ruler in Japan(CIA with the warmonger USA in Japan).

Once he was employee in Hewlett-Packard(a wing of military industry complex)and

encountered political suppression against leftist at there.Since then he was considered as

unfavorable person for USA. Thus he encountered difficulty in getting job and income,

however his findings in physics may allow him to survive,but not allow his debut to the world.

If we in low place encounter someone attacking us,he is not real enemy,but friend.
The real enemy the wicked spirit has been not in low place,but always in high place.
Then it is unique truth that enable our solidarity.Fake news are decisive betrayers.

If one wish his salvation,he must do whole salvation at first.......Nichren Rotus sutra priest.

http://www.777true.net/


APPENDIX-4:Internal Struggle is Betraying ignoring wicked spirit in high place..
After all,our victory has been entirely depend on global solidarity establishing,

Then the most trouble is being of internal betrayer who intercept our unite.

They conspire to people’s fighting with each other in family circle.

GLOBAL PEOPLE MUST
DO UNITE toward WIN
by Unique TRUTH

Now Global People are upside down

the deadly stupidity, They has been

fighting on with each others !!,

with ignoring real enemy at here

Planet slavery

fighting with each other

by ignoring real enemy
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